coming at the Town Hall later. I didn't know what was coming. Nor did
Ray.
No, I didn't know what was coming. And I guess, by the way Ray
looked, he didn't care what came.
The hall was packed. Alexander Woollcott in the chair. I have seen
Aleck bubble with wit in his lair by the river and scintillate in his seat
with the mutual admiration society at the Algonquin. But that night
Aleck was effervescence itself. At least living in New York City does keen
the rapier and polish the thrust, if he is a fair example.
At once the meeting took on an air of laughing gaiety. But that changed
when Lewis Mumford got up to speak. With the essential manliness and
nobility seen in the man as seen in his work he made no attempt to be
apologetic or conciliatory. He was earnest and seriously wrote down the
matter of the Fair where modern architecture was concerned more clearly
and effectively than I had done the evening before.
As for me, still embarrassed, caught off guard in all this, and up on my
feet now for something or other, I hastily decided to pay my respects to
the Fair by building, building while the crowd listened, a fair or two of
my own quite for myself and by myself—three in fact—and of diverse
character.
In a flash it seemed to me this would be constructive criticism worth
something to architecture, entertaining to me at least, and fun for them
—maybe—meantime. As for the rest, it was dead issue so far as I was
concerned.
Because the only real interest I had in the Fair since first hearing of it,
or any hope of it whatever, was to prevent any such catastrophe to our
culture as occurred in 1895. Pro or con.
I did hate to see the careful, devoted sacrifice of so many faithful years
in building up a great cause again played up, and probably played out,
down and out, by the clever pictorializing and the current salesmanship
that I knew would be snatching the great cause to feather the architec-
tural offices of a few New York and Chicago plan-factories* However
much I might like or be flattered by the factors of those factories, I could
see no more than that coming out of the circumstances.
So I was placed in an embarrassing, awkward position by this meeting
because it would seem that I was present and spoke because I myself re-
sented being left out of the Fair. Whereas the truth was I resented only
their quick turnover to my work and the pretentious scene-painting I
knew coming of it as unworthy the modern architecture I had myself
given them. Only for this exploit?
Standing there to speak, having given no previous thought to the
matter, several contrasting ideas of a fair that would be worthy modern
architecture because square with our new structural resources came into
my mind. These ideas not unnaturally, as I was simply talking and think-
ing out of my everyday self, developed as I talked.
I had given the schemes no study. They were spontaneous.
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